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The mechanisms of destruction in earthquake foci are the main 
indicators of the ongoing geodynamic processes in the Earth's 
tectonosphere. Knowing them in areas with a complex and unclear 
geodynamic situation, such as the Balkan Peninsula and Bulgaria in 
particular, is essential for clarifying the ongoing geodynamic processes.
In global seismic practice, the mechanisms of M5 earthquakes are 
determined (www.globalcmt.org, rcmt2.bo.ingv.it) using global velocity 
models for the Earth with poor accuracy for shallow earthquakes. For 
the territory of Bulgaria, a study of the focal mechanisms of 
earthquakes was conducted until 2013 (V. Protopopova, PhD thesis 
2015, NIGGG of the Bulgarian Academy of Sciences), using the FOCMEC 
methodology. This method uses data on the first arrivals of seismic 
waves and has some significant drawbacks: it needs a large number of 
stations around the focus, the first arrivals can contain significant 
inaccuracies caused by seismic noise.
The Earth's crust is the most heterogeneous part of the Earth's structure 
both horizontally and vertically. Knowledge of the velocity structure of 
the Earth's crust is essential in determining the depth of earthquakes, 
and hence the mode of fracturing in the earthquake source.
Another issue is that different seismic centers use varying sets of
stations and methods, often resulting in significant differences in the
focal mechanisms assigned to the same earthquake.

The main goal of the project is the determination of the mechanisms 
of earthquakes on the territory of Bulgaria and its surroundings in the 
last 10 years (magnitude M4), applying the nonlinear method for 
inversion of the seismic waveforms INPAR (Sileny et al., 1992). 
Analysis of the obtained information will give an idea of the modern 
geodynamic processes in the studied area. An additional goal of the 
project is the expansion of the seismic network of Sofia University 
with a broadband seismic station, the records of which will be used to 
analyze the mechanisms of earthquakes on the territory of Bulgaria 
and its surroundings.
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Focal mechanisms for an earthquake in the Northeastern Balkan
Peninsula (2.1.2018, 04.24.16, Mw=5.0, ISC data): author(Mw).
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The INPAR method is one of the few methods for determination of 
the focal mechanisms of regional and local earthquakes with 
magnitude M<5, with a limited number of seismic stations that 
recorded the corresponding event. It has been successfully applied in 
the region of Vrancea (Romania), the Shetland Islands (Antarctica), 
Egypt, Italy, etc., and the magnitude threshold of the studied events 
reaches values below M=2. The method is very suitable for the 
territory of Bulgaria, where the magnitude of earthquakes in the past 
40 years rarely exceeds 5. The expansion of the seismic network of 
Sofia University with a broadband seismic station will improve the 
coverage of the territory of Bulgaria with seismic stations and will 
provide high-quality records for scientific analysis. The methodology 
includes the preparation of the necessary input information: catalog 
of earthquakes; seismic records; velocity model of the medium 
beneath each station and between the earthquake and the station. 
Processes in the Earth are non-linear, and the method implements 
calculation of theoretical seismograms and comparing them with 
observed ones. The best fitting model is tested for robustness of the 
solution. The seismic moment and the temporal function of 
destruction in the seismic source are calculated - basic parameters for 
understanding the fracturing processes. An analysis of the obtained 
earthquake mechanisms will determine the main trends in the 
geodynamics of the studied area.
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Example of an INPAR solution (Raykova, 2009)

The probability distribution of the INPAR solution, shown above (Raykova, 2009)

The project started in March 2024. Since then, we have been
examining and selecting a number of earthquakes for analysis.
Additionally, we have been exploring the feasibility of acquiring
waveform data from seismic stations with open access. The majority of
these stations belong to the Virtual Seismic Network of Sofia
University. However, over time, some stations have stopped providing
waveform data, necessitating the inclusion of new stations.
Unfortunately, only three Bulgarian stations (operated by NOTSSI and
NIGGG of BAS) have freely distributed data, and during the study
period (2012-2022), two of them encountered registration issues. We
are compiling a list of stations and corresponding time ranges to
request from NIGGG-BAS to study seismic processes in earthquake
sources within Bulgaria and its surroundings.

Earthquakes, selected for analysis: M4, period 2012-2022 (ISC data, isc.ac.uk).

The expected scientific contributions include two scientific 
publications, as well as the construction of a seismic station with a 
broadband seismometer, expanding the scientific research 
opportunities of the Seismological Network of Sofia University. A 
student and a young scientist participate in the project, which 
guarantees the transfer of knowledge and skills during the 
implementation of the project.
The expected results during the first stage of the project is the 
publication of an article in the Journal “Review of the Bulgarian 
geological society (WoS) with a summary study of the velocity 
structure of the Earth for the region of Bulgaria and its surroundings. 
During the second stage of the project, the data from the analysis of 
the seismic stations will be published in Reports of the Bulgarian 
Academy of Sciences (Scopus). An extended version of the 
publication in BAS Reports will be submitted for publication in the 
International Journal of Geophysics.
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Seismic station FzF (SU) 
The station began operating on 
September, 11th 2023 in the basement of 
building V at the Faculty of Physics. The 
equipment consists of:
• three-component Geophone 4.5 Hz

seismometer
• digitizer PSA-ADS24, Webtronics
• GPS antenna for time receiving
• portable computer with the software

WinSDR (www.seismicnet.com) for
registering and archiving data.

Geographic coordinates of the station 
are 42.67°N, 23.33°E, altitude: 597 m, 
sampling rate of the data: 100 samp/s

Second seismometer
Seismic set "Velbox“ (Sara EI) 
consists of a 0.2 Hz seismo-
meter SS02 and a digitizer SL06 
with internal memory and pre-
installed software SeismoNUX. 
At present the equipment is 
installed in the same location 
at the Faculty of Physics and it 
is working as seismic station 
FzF_10 from 23.10.2023. 

Recent state of the seismological network of Sofia University
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